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Abstract

We examine a generic set of amplitude equations proposed earlier by Haken that describes the emergence and bifurcations of modes and spatio-temporal patterns of self-organizing non-equilibrium systems. We relate feedback parameters occurring in the amplitude equations to pumping processes associated with entropy production. In doing so, we show that the rate of entropy production determines which mode-mode transitions are allowed and which not. Roughly speaking, transitions occur from modes of low rate of entropy production towards modes of high rate of entropy production (selection principle). In line with the recent efforts in the field of physical intelligence, we outline how physical, non-algorithmic, self-organizing systems satisfying Haken’s amplitude equations may be used to design a dynamic input-output message buffer. The functioning of such a dynamic buffer again follows the aforementioned selection principle: the buffer switches between input and output modes in order to select modes with relatively high rates of entropy production. Moreover, only mode-mode transitions are allowed that increase the rate of entropy production of the active mode.
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1. Introduction

Haken observed that multistable pattern formation systems that have been studied extensively in physics can be used to solve problems of artificial intelligence [1, 2]. His constructive proof is sketched in Figure 1. On the one hand, for some benchmark examples of non-equilibrium self-organizing systems (lasers, convection cells, etc) amplitude equations have been derived that assume a certain mathematical structure [1-4]. On the other hand, inspired by this formal structure, Haken suggested a pattern recognition algorithm involving modes in form of to be recognized patterns and amplitude equations that determined the emergence of these modes. As a result, on the formal level of amplitude equations physical non-algorithmic systems satisfy the same kind of amplitude equations as algorithms implemented on computers that solve pattern recognition problems. Haken’s argument found further support by a numerical study on the Swift-Hohenberg model for Benard instability in which it was
demonstrated that to a certain extent convection instabilities solve pattern recognition problems [3]. Haken’s amplitude equations and generalized versions have found a variety of applications [5-16].

**Figure 1:** Physical non-algorithmic systems (lasers, fluid layers, etc) solving problems of artificial intelligence (pattern recognition).

![Diagram](image)

While a large amount of research has been carried out in the field of artificial intelligence, the development of physical non-algorithmic systems that can deal with similar problems as their algorithmic counterparts of AI is still in its infancy. We may refer to such systems as smart physical systems – for the time being. Smart physical systems hold the promise to overcome limitations of artificial intelligence systems which is the reason why recent research efforts have been devoted to explore the development of physical systems exhibiting some kind of intelligence.

From a different perspective Swenson and Turvey [17] approached a similar problem: the nature of human intelligent behavior as reflected in the interplay between perception and performance (action). They argued that human intelligent motor-behavior (involving the interplay between perceptual processing and motor actions) must be based on physical selection principles and in particular thermodynamic principles of non-equilibrium systems. Taking the these two perspectives (Haken’s perspective and the work by Swenson and Turvey) together, we arrive at the scheme illustrated in Table 1 that calls for exploring the link between intelligent behavior, physics and non-equilibrium thermodynamics.

**Table 1:** Two approaches calling for an understanding of human and artificial intelligence from physical first principles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Haken (Ref [1,2])</th>
<th>Physical self-organizing multistable systems</th>
<th>Intelligent devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swenson and Turvey (Ref [17])</td>
<td>Physical selection principlesNon-equilibrium thermodynamics</td>
<td>Human intelligent behavior reflected in perception-action cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Sec. 2 we will study in more detail the amplitude equations proposed by Haken. We will show how to take pumping processes into account that are relevant for the amplitude dynamics. In doing so, we will make contact with entropy production processes of various kind and will be able to show that the rate of entropy production governs transitions between mutually exclusive modes or spatio-temporal patterns. In sum, we will give explicit expressions to the ideas summarized in Table 1. Finally, in Sec. 3 we will apply our results to a simple version of a dynamic message buffer.
2. Bifurcations in Haken’s Amplitude Equations and Thermodynamic Selection Principle via Rate of Entropy Production

2.1. Review: Amplitude Equations with Inhomogeneous Activation Parameter Spectrum

We consider a physical or chemical self-organizing system that exhibits a number of M modes or spatio-temporal patterns. For example a fluid layer in Benard instability may exhibit under certain conditions an infinite number of roll patterns that all are stable but differ in orientation [3]. Vertical cavity surface emitting laser devices can exhibit laser modes with two different polarizations [18,19]. Binary mixtures heated from below exhibit different types of traveling wave patterns [20]. Dissipative gas discharge systems exhibit dissipative solitons that can have an infinitely large number of modes of self-propagation [21-24]. Chemical systems (in particular bio-chemical systems involving enzyme reactions) exhibit on-off modes (bistability) where only one of two chemicals is present [25]. We focus next on systems that exhibit amplitude equations that have the following generic structure [1,2]

\[ \frac{d}{dt} \xi_k = \lambda_k \xi_k - B \xi_k \sum_{m=1, m \neq k}^M \xi_m^2 - C \xi_k \sum_{m=1}^M \xi_m^2 \] (1)

Here, \( \xi_k(t) \) is the time-dependent amplitude of the \( k \)th mode and \( t \) is time. The parameters \( B \) and \( C \) are positive: \( B,C>0 \). The parameter \( \lambda_k \) is the activation parameter of the \( k \)th amplitude or mode and assumes positive or negative real values. When \( \lambda_k>0 \) then the magnitude of \( \lambda_k \) tells us how fast the amplitude would increase exponentially due to the linear term (i.e. when the impact of nonlinear terms would be neglected). As such the amplitudes \( \xi_k \) may assume negative values. For our purposes, we consider only initial conditions \( \xi_k(0)>0 \). In this case, the amplitudes remain semi-positive definite for all times. Consequently, we will disregard negative solutions in what follows. The amplitude equations (1) are known to represent a winners-takes-all model [2,15]. More precisely, the only stable stationary solutions of (1) are given by \( \xi_h>0 \) for one specific index \( h \) and \( \xi_q=0 \) for all other indices \( q \neq h \). This result holds if there is at least one activation parameter \( \lambda_k \) larger than zero. If all activation parameters are negative then the only stationary fixed point is the origin. This fixed point is stable. In what follows, we will assume that there is at least one positive activation parameter and consequently can focus our considerations entirely on “winner-takes-all” fixed points. Let us re-write the amplitude equations (1) in rescaled amplitude variables. First, we re-arrange Eq. (1) like

\[ \frac{d}{dt} \xi^*_k = \lambda_k \xi^*_k - (B+C)\xi^*_k \sum_{m=1, m \neq k}^M \xi_m^2 - C \xi^*_k \sum_{m=1}^M \xi_m^2 \] (2)

Then, we substitute

\[ \xi^*_k = \sqrt{C} \xi_k \] (3)

into Eq. (2), which yields

\[ \frac{d}{dt} \xi^*_k = \lambda_k \xi^*_k - \left(1+\frac{B}{C}\right)\xi^*_k \sum_{m=1, m \neq k}^M (\xi^*_m)^2 - (\xi^*_m)^3 \] (4)

We drop the star and introduce the parameter

\[ g = 1 + \frac{B}{C} > 1 \] (5)

such that Eq. (4) becomes

\[ \frac{d}{dt} \xi_k = \lambda_k \xi_k - g \xi_k \sum_{m=1, m \neq k}^M \xi_m^2 - \xi_k^3 \] (6)
Let us briefly review the stability analysis for Eq. (6) as derived in Ref [2,15]. For our purposes it is sufficient to assume that all activation parameters are positive: $\lambda_k > 0$ for all $k$. Then, there are winner-takes-all fixed points and fixed points of other kind. Fixed points of the latter type are unstable. The winner-takes-all fixed points can be divided into stable and unstable ones. Let $\xi_h = \sqrt{\lambda_h} > 0$, $\xi_q = 0 \forall q \neq h$ denote the winner-takes-all fixed point of mode $h$ (where $h=1,\ldots,M$). Let $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ denote the maximal activation parameter. Then the fixed point of mode $h$ is stable if

$$\lambda_h > \frac{\lambda_{\text{max}}}{g}$$

and unstable if

$$\lambda_h < \frac{\lambda_{\text{max}}}{g}$$

As a result, the amplitude equations (6) exhibit a stability band defined by the interval $(\lambda_{\text{max}}/g, \lambda_{\text{max}}]$. All modes $h$ that have activation parameters $\lambda_h$ that belong to that stability band are stable modes. This also implies that the amplitude dynamics exhibits multistability for an appropriate choice of activation parameters [2,15].

### 2.2. Activation Parameters and Pumping

We propose next to re-interpret activation parameters as pumping parameters. To this end, we point out two benchmark examples of amplitude equations that are known to involve pumping parameters. Our first example is the evolution equation for the laser intensity $I(t)$ that reads

$$\frac{d}{dt} I(t) = \lambda I(t) + \text{higher order terms}$$

The parameter $\lambda$ reflects the impact of pumping processes versus processes that result in photon losses [26]. Our second example comes from population dynamics. The evolution equation for the size $n(t)$ of a population typically reads like [27]

$$\frac{d}{dt} n(t) = \lambda n(t) + \text{higher order terms}$$

In this context, the parameter $\lambda$ reflects the difference between birth and death rate. In line with these two examples, we consider next physical self-organizing systems of the inanimate nature that satisfy the rescaled amplitude equations (6) and exhibit activation parameters that reflect pumping processes versus losses. In order to work out our main goal related to the issues pointed out in Table 1, we will assume that losses are negligible. In sum, for the activation parameters $\lambda_k$ occurring in Eq. (6) we make the following association:

$$\lambda_k = \text{magnitude of pumping specific to mode } k$$

### 2.3. Pumping, Entropy Production, and Rate of Entropy Production

Pumping is typically an irreversible process. This implies that the entropy $S$ of the sub-system involved in the pumping process increases due to the irreversible pumping process: $d_{\text{irr}} S > 0$. The increase of entropy due to an irreversible process, however, is known as entropy production. More precisely, the rate of entropy production $r$ is defined by [28]

$$d_{\text{irr}} S = r \, dt$$

Irreversible pumping processes involve a positive rate of entropy production: $r > 0$. It is plausible to assume that for a large class of pumping processes there exists a monotonically increasing
relationship between the magnitude of pumping $\lambda$ and the rate of entropy production $r$. Accordingly, in these cases we have

$$r = \omega(\lambda)$$

(14)

with

$$\frac{d}{d\lambda} \omega(\lambda) \geq 0$$

(15)

Let us exemplify Eqs. (14) and (15) by means of three examples.

In [29] a diffusion driven pumping processes has been discussed in detail. Particles representing local energy sources (energy depots) are diffusing through a one-dimensional channel from location $A$ to location $B$. The channel has length $L$. The concentration of the particles is higher on the side $A$ than on the side $B$ of the channel. While diffusing through the channel each particle releases its energy and in doing so is pumping the system under consideration. For this pumping process it is assume that the magnitude of pumping is proportional to the particle current (or particle flux) $J$. We put

$$\lambda = \kappa J$$

(16)

where $\kappa > 0$ is a constant factor. It can be shown [29] that $J$ is given by

$$J = \frac{Q}{L} \Delta P$$

(17)

where $Q > 0$ is the strength of the fluctuating force (roughly speaking: the diffusion constant) and $\Delta P = P(A) - P(B)$ is the difference in the particle probability density (roughly speaking: the density gradient) between the locations $A$ and $B$. The rate of entropy production $r$ is then related to $\lambda$ by [29]

$$r = \frac{2Q^2}{L^2} \omega^* \left( \frac{L^2}{2Q\kappa} \lambda \right)$$

(18)

with

$$\omega^*(z) = z \log \left( \frac{1 + z}{1 - z} \right)$$

(19)

From Eqs. (18) and (19) it follows that $r$ is a monotonically increasing function of $\lambda$, see Figure 2. That is,

$$\omega(\lambda) = \frac{2Q^2}{L^2} \omega^* \left( \frac{L^2}{2Q\kappa} \lambda \right)$$

(20)

satisfies the inequality (15) for any parameters $L, Q$, and $\kappa$. Note that the maximal pumping occurs in the limiting case $P(B) \to 0$. In this case, we have $P(A) = 2/L$ and from Eqs. (16) and (17) we obtain $\lambda = 2\kappa Q/L^2$. Since we have $\lambda = 2\kappa Q/L^2$ we see that in this case the argument $z$ in Eq. (19) approaches unity, i.e., the singularity point of the function $\omega^*$. Re-evaluating the calculations in Ref [29], it can be shown that in the limiting case $P(B) \to 0$ we are dealing with an absorbing boundary $P(B) = 0$ that requires a thermodynamic force that must become infinitely large. This infinitely large thermodynamic force is the reason why the rate of entropy production $r$ goes to infinity, see Figure 2 again for $\lambda^* \to 1$. 
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Figure 2: Rate of entropy production versus pumping for pumping by means of a diffusion driven particle current. Rescaled variables are shown: \( r^* = r L^2/(2Q^2) \) and \( \lambda^* = \lambda L^2/(2Q\kappa) \). Graph is drawn from Eqs. (18) and (19).

In our second example, we assume that the multistable physical non-equilibrium system under consideration is pumped by means of an electric current \( I \) running through a wire of length \( L \) with Ohmic resistance \( R \). The electric potential difference or voltage that drives the current is denoted by \( V \). We assume that that Ohm’s law holds: \( I = V/R \). We can calculate the rate of entropy production \( r \) by studying first the local entropy production rate \( \sigma(x) \) along the wire coordinate \( x \), where \( r \) and \( \sigma \) are related to each other like [28]

\[
r = \frac{d_{irr}}{dt} = \int_0^L \sigma(x) dx
\]

(21)

We have [28]

\[
\sigma(x) = \frac{I E(x)}{T}
\]

(22)

where \( E(x) \) is the electric field and \( T \) denotes temperature. Substituting Eq. (22) into (21) and taking into account that the current \( I \) is constant and that

\[
V = \int_0^L E(x) dx
\]

(23)

we obtain

\[
r = \frac{I V}{T} = \frac{R}{T} I^2
\]

(24)

In the final step in Eq. (24) we used Ohm’s law. Next, we assume that the magnitude of pumping \( \lambda \) is proportional to the current \( I \). Consequently, similar to Eq. (16), we put

\[
\dot{\lambda} = \kappa I
\]

(25)

where \( \kappa > 0 \) is a constant. Combining Eqs. (24) and (25) we obtain the final result
That is, there is a quadratic relationship between rate of entropy production and pumping. In other words, when comparing Eqs. (14) and (26) we find that

$$\alpha(\lambda) = \frac{R}{TK} \lambda^2$$

is a quadratic function that satisfies the inequality (15), see also Figure 3.

**Figure 3:** Rate of entropy production versus pumping for pumping by means of an electric current. Magnitude of pumping is shown in rescaled units: $\lambda^* = \lambda \sqrt{(R/T\kappa)}$. Graph is drawn from Eq. (27).

In our third example, we assume that the self-organized multistable physical system under consideration is pumped by means of a chemical reaction that involves $n$ components (chemical substances). The rate of entropy production $r$ can be computed from

$$r = \frac{d_{\text{irr}} S}{dt} = \frac{V}{T} A \nu$$

where $V$ is the volume and $T$ the temperature of the sub-system in which the chemical pumping process takes place. The variable $A$ denotes the affinity of the chemical reaction and $\nu$ corresponds to the reaction velocity. We can compute the affinity from the molar Gibbs free energy $\Delta G < 0$ of the chemical reaction like

$$A = -\Delta G + B(a_1,\ldots,a_n)$$

The second term $B$ depends on the activities $a_k$ of the chemical substances $k=1,\ldots,n$ (they frequently are related to the concentrations or partial pressures of the substances). In order to highlight the main point of our general argument (the monotonically increasing relationship between pumping and entropy production rate), we restrict ourselves to consider an irreversible chemical reaction (i.e. a reaction that exhibits only a forward reaction). In this case, the reaction velocity $\nu$ is determined by the forward rate $R_f$ of the reaction which in turn depends on the component activities $a_k$ [28].

$$\nu = R_f(a_1,\ldots,a_n)$$

In order to maintain a steady pumping process, we keep all activities $a_k$ constant over time. This implies that the term $B$ in Eq. (20) and the forward rate $R_f$ in Eq. (30) become constants as well. Substituting Eqs. (20) and (30) into Eq. (28), we obtain
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\[ r = \frac{1}{T} V R_f (|\Delta G| + B) \]  

(31)

The expression \( v|\Delta G| \) (or \( R_f |\Delta G| \)) is a measure for the energy released per time unit due to the chemical reaction. We assume that the magnitude of pumping is proportional to that measure. Accordingly, we put

\[ \lambda = \kappa R_f |\Delta G| \]  

(32)

with \( \kappa > 0 \) constant. Combining Eqs. (31) and (32), we obtain

\[ r = \frac{1}{T \kappa} V (\lambda + B^*) \]  

(33)

with \( B^* = R_f \kappa B \). In doing so, we have derived again a monotonically increasing relationship between pumping and rate of entropy production, namely, a linear one, see Figure 4. The omega-function (14) reads

\[ \omega(\lambda) = \frac{1}{T \kappa} V (\lambda + B^*) \]  

(34)

and clearly satisfies Eq. (15).

**Figure 4:** Rate of entropy production versus pumping for pumping by means of a forward chemical reaction. Magnitude of pumping and rate of entropy production are shown in shifted and rescaled units: \( \lambda^* = \lambda + B^* \) and \( r^* = r / T \kappa \). Graph is drawn from Eq. (34).

### 2.4. Selection Principle for mode-mode Transitions: rate of Entropy Production

From the discussion in Sec. 2.1 it follows that mode-mode transitions occur when activation parameters decay below critical values (see Eq. (9)) such that the corresponding modes become unstable. At the bifurcation point a new mode emerges. From our stability analysis reviewed in Sec. 2.1, we conclude that the emerging mode must have an activation parameter that is larger than the critical threshold (see Eq. (8)) such that the emerging mode is stable. Let us denote the mode that the system exhibits before the bifurcation by pre-transition mode. Likewise, we refer to the emerging mode at the bifurcation point as post-transition mode. Let \( \lambda_{k(\text{pre})} \) and \( \lambda_{k(\text{post})} \) denote the activation parameters of pre-transition and post-transitions modes, respectively. From Eqs. (8) and (9) it follows that at the bifurcation point we have
\[ \lambda_{k\text{(pre)}} < \frac{\lambda_{\text{max}}}{g} < \lambda_{k\text{(post)}} \quad (35) \]

Since the omega-function (14) is a monotonically increasing function (see Eq. (15)), we can apply the function \( \omega \) to each term in the inequality (35) and obtain

\[ \omega(\lambda_{k\text{(pre)}}) < \omega(\frac{\lambda_{\text{max}}}{g}) < \omega(\lambda_{k\text{(post)}}) \quad (36) \]

The function values in turn reflect the entropy production rates of the respective modes. Consequently, Eq. (36) can equivalently expressed in terms of

\[ r_{k\text{(pre)}} < r_{\text{crit}} < r_{k\text{(post)}} \quad (37) \]

where \( r_{\text{crit}} \) denotes the critical rate of entropy production defined by \( r_{\text{crit}} = \omega(\lambda_{\text{max}}/g) \). Let \( \Delta r \) denote the difference between \( r_{k\text{(pre)}} \) and \( r_{k\text{(post)}} \) of the rate of entropy production rates prior and after the bifurcation: \( \Delta r = r_{k\text{(post)}} - r_{k\text{(pre)}} \). Then from the inequalities (37) it follows that

\[ \Delta r > 0 \quad (38) \]

In other words, Eq. (38) states that mode-mode transitions result in an increase of the entropy production rate. Vice versa, only mode-mode transitions are allowed that increase the rate of entropy production. Transitions of other kind are forbidden (selection principle). The selection principle defined by Eq. (28) is consistent with the selection principle proposed earlier by Swenson [30] and Swenson and Turvey [17]: the principle of maximum entropy production.

3. Application: Dynamic Message Buffer

We consider a buffer that can store a number of \( N \) messages. The buffer can take two actions: (i) send a “ready” signal in order to receive new messages and (ii) send out stored messages. Let \( w(t) \) denote the number of stored messages at time \( t \). Then \( \alpha(t) = w(t)/N \) is the relative used buffer space at time \( t \) and assumes values between 0 and 1. The parameter \( \alpha \) will be considered as control parameter of our model. If the parameter \( \alpha \) is close to zero the buffer needs to request new messages. In contrast, if \( \alpha \) is close to 1, then the priority task of the buffer must be to send out stored messages. We use Haken’s model (6) for two amplitudes in order to describe the dynamic behavior of the buffer. Accordingly, we have

\[ \frac{d}{dt} \xi_1 = \lambda_1(t) \xi_1 - g \xi_1 \xi_2^2 - \xi_3^2 \]

\[ \frac{d}{dt} \xi_2 = \lambda_2(t) \xi_2 - g \xi_2 \xi_1^2 - \xi_3^2 \quad (39) \]

The two amplitudes reflect the activity of the two competing action modes: “send ready signal” (input mode) and “send message” (output mode). If \( \xi_1(t) > s \xi_2(t) \) with \( s > 1 \) then the buffer sends the ready signal, i.e. it operates in the input mode. If \( \xi_2(t) > s \xi_1(t) \) then the buffer sends out stored messages, i.e., operates in the output mode. If none of the two inequalities are satisfied, then the buffer is undecided and takes no action. The parameter \( s \) makes sure that the buffer is only active when one of the two modes clearly dominates. There is a trade-off. The larger the parameter \( s \) is chosen, the more robust is the decision making in the sense that the selected mode must clearly dominate. However, the larger the parameter \( s \) is chosen, the larger is the potential domain in which the buffer is undecided. A large \( s \) is beneficial to the robustness of the decision process. In contrast, a parameter value \( s \) close to 1 is beneficial for making the undecided operation domain as small as possible.

Note that the activation parameters \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) depend only implicitly on time. In the first place, they depend on the control parameter \( \alpha(t) \). If the parameter \( \alpha \) is close to zero, then we need to activate
primarily the first (input) mode. If the parameter $\alpha$ is close to 1, then we need to activate primarily the second (output) mode. In order to satisfy these demands, we use

$$\dot{\lambda}_1 (t) = 1 - \alpha (t)$$
$$\dot{\lambda}_2 (t) = \alpha (t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (40)

Note that if the relative used buffer space becomes 100 percent, then we have $\lambda_1 = 0$, which implies that the input mode becomes unstable [13]. In this case, the buffer exhibits the tendency to abandon the input mode. The dynamic model \((39)\) and \((40)\) for fixed (i.e. time-independent) parameter $\alpha$ was studied earlier [13] and it was shown that the model exhibits hysteresis. Consequently, there are two bifurcation points. If we increase gradually the parameter $\alpha$ from 0 to 1 then, the dynamic model switches from fixed points of the form $(\xi_1, \xi_2) = (0, 0)$ to fixed points $(\xi_1, \xi_2) = (0, >0)$ at [13]

$$\alpha_{c,2} = \frac{g}{1 + g}$$ \hspace{1cm} (41)

In our context, this is a switch from the input mode to the output mode. If we decrease the parameter $\alpha$ gradually from 1 to 0 then, the buffer dynamics switches from $(\xi_1, \xi_2) = (0, >0)$ to $(\xi_1, \xi_2) = (0, 0)$ at

$$\alpha_{c,1} = \frac{1}{1 + g}$$ \hspace{1cm} (42)

This corresponds to a switch from the output mode to the input mode. Note that $\alpha_{c,2} > \alpha_{c,1}$ because of $g > 1$. While in the earlier study [13] the parameter $\alpha$ was externally manipulated by the experimenter, in our context, the buffer interacts with its environment and due to this interaction the control parameter $\alpha$ is changed. That is, if $\xi_1(t) > s \xi_2(t)$ then the ready signal is sent and messages are received such that $\alpha$ increases as a function of time. Likewise, if $\xi_2(t) > s \xi_1(t)$ then messages are sent out such that $\alpha$ decreases as a function of time. We assume that when the buffer is in the input mode then during each waiting period of $T_{in} > 0$ time units there is a chance of $p_{in} > 0$ that a message is received. Likewise, when the buffer is in the output mode then during each processing period of $T_{out} > 0$ time units there is a chance of $p_{out} > 0$ that a message successfully is sent out. If a message is received (a message is successfully sent out) then the relative used buffer space $\alpha$ is increased (decreased) by $1/N$: $\alpha \to \alpha + 1/N$ ($\alpha \to \alpha - 1/N$). In sum, the dynamic buffer and its interactions with the environment are described by Eqs. (39) and (40) and by the stochastic buffer-environment interactions just described.

We solved Eqs. (39) and (40) numerically using an Euler forward scheme with single time step $\tau$. The simulation parameters were: $g=2$, $\tau=0.01$ time units [TU], $s=1.1$, $T_{in}=T_{in}=1$ [TU], $p_{in}=0.5$, $p_{in}=0.8$, $N=100$. Initial values were $\xi_1(t=0)=0.1$ and $\xi_2(t=0)=0.01$. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the relative used buffer size $\alpha$. Figure 6 depicts the amplitudes $\xi_1(t)$ (solid line) and $\xi_2(t)$ (dashed line) as functions of time. After a transient period, the dynamic buffer exhibits an oscillatory behavior. When $\alpha$ approaches the upper critical value $\alpha_{c,2} = 2/3$, then a bifurcation from the input to the output mode occurs. The buffer goes into the output mode and sends out messages. The relative used buffer spaces $\alpha$ decreases. When the relative used buffer space $\alpha$ approaches the lower critical value $\alpha_{c,1} = 1/3$, then a bifurcation from the output to the input mode occurs. The buffer switches into the input mode and sends the ready signal. The buffer receives (at random intervals) new messages and the relative used buffer size $\alpha$ increases. The messages received and sent out are illustrated in Figure 7.
Figure 5: Relative used buffer size $\alpha$ as a function of time $t$. During a transient period, the control parameter $\alpha$ increases. Subsequently, $\alpha$ oscillates between the two critical boundaries described by Eqs. (41) and (42). For $g=2$ we have that $\alpha_{c,1} = 1/3$ and $\alpha_{c,2} = 2/3$. The relative used buffer size $\alpha$ increases (decreases) when $\xi_1(t) > s \xi_2(t)$ ($\xi_2(t) > s \xi_1(t)$), cf. with Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Amplitudes $\xi_1(t)$ (solid line) and $\xi_2(t)$ (dashed line) as functions of time as computed for the dynamic message buffer model described in Sec. 3. When $\alpha$ approaches the upper critical value $\alpha_{c,2} = 2/3$ a bifurcation from the input to the output mode occurs. Likewise, when $\alpha$ approaches the lower critical value $\alpha_{c,1} = 1/3$ a bifurcation from the output to the input mode occurs, cf. Figure 5.
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Figure 7: Messages received during periods in which the buffer operates in the input mode, i.e., when $\xi_1(t) > s$ holds (top panel). Messages sent out during periods in which the buffer operates in the output mode, i.e., when $\xi_2(t) > s \xi_1(t)$ holds (bottom). Each circle corresponds to one message.

We also determined the activation parameters $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ as functions of time. Figure 8 shows the simulation results. In order to demonstrate that the buffer satisfies the thermodynamic selection principle defined by the inequality (38), we assumed a linear or quadratic relationship between activation parameters $\lambda_k$ and the rate of entropy production. The linear relationship may reflect a chemical pumping mechanism as discussed in Sec. 2.3 (see also Figure 3), whereas the quadratic relationship may reflect the electronic pumping addressed again in Sec. 2.3 (see also Figure 4).Figures 9 and 10 depict the rate of entropy production of the active mode as a function of time for the two pumping mechanisms. To this end, we determined at every time point the active mode and then calculated the rate of entropy production from the activation parameter $\lambda_k$ of that mode. More precisely, for the linear case we used

$$ r(t) = c_1 \lambda_k (t) + c_2 $$

where the index $k$ denotes the active mode at time point $t$. For sake of simplicity, we used $c_1=1$ and $c_2=0$. Likewise, for the quadratic case, we used

$$ r(t) = c_1 \left( \lambda_k (t) \right)^2 + c_2 $$

again with $c_1=1$ and $c_2=0$. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the thermodynamic selection principle: at mode-mode transitions (input-to-output transitions or output-to-input transitions) the rate of entropy production increases. The jumps in the graphs shown in Figures 9 and 10 satisfy $\Delta r>0$, that is, the inequality (38) derived in Sec. 2.4.
Figure 8: Activation parameters $\lambda_1(t)$ (solid line) and $\lambda_2(t)$ (dashed line) as functions of time as computed from Eq. (40) and the trajectory $\alpha(t)$ shown in Figure 5.

Figure 9: Rate or entropy production of the active mode computed from activation parameters $\lambda_1(t)$ and $\lambda_2(t)$ shown in Figure 7. Entropy production was assumed to be a linear mapping of $\lambda_k$, see Eq. (43).

Figure 10: Rate or entropy production of the active mode computed from activation parameters $\lambda_1(t)$ and $\lambda_2(t)$ shown in Figure 7. Entropy production was assumed to be a quadratic mapping of $\lambda_k$, see Eq. (44).
4. Conclusions

There were two main goals of our study. First, we pointed out that physical, non-algorithmic systems may be used to solve problems in artificial intelligence. Second, we demonstrated that mode-mode transitions in multistable systems may satisfy a selection principle that is of thermodynamic nature: the increase of the rate of entropy production. To this end, we considered a generic model for pattern formatting systems: the amplitude equations of Haken’s pattern recognition algorithm. They do not only reflect the amplitude dynamics of pattern formatting physical systems such as lasers and convection cells, they also can be used to construct intelligent algorithm that solve various perceptual, behavioral and cognitive tasks [2,5,6,7,8,13,15] and solve problems in the field of artificial intelligence in general. For example, in Sec. 3 we used this model to construct a dynamic message buffer.

A striking feature of the multistable pattern formatting system is that mode-mode transitions satisfy a simply rule: transitions occur from modes with smaller activation parameters towards modes with larger activation parameters. That is, at a bifurcation point the activation parameter (feedback parameter) of the active mode increases. Mathematically speaking, let $\lambda_{k\text{(pre)}}$ and $\lambda_{k\text{(post)}}$ the feedback parameters of the “disappearing” and emerging modes at the bifurcation point. Then we have $\Delta\lambda = \lambda_{k\text{(post)}} - \lambda_{k\text{(pre)}} > 0$. Bifurcations that would involve a decrease of the activation parameter are forbidden because they violate the inequality $\Delta\lambda > 0$ (selection principle). In Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 we argued that activation parameters can be regarded as measures for entropy production rates. In particular, for three examples we derived the mappings between the entropy production rates $r$ and the activation parameters or pumping parameters $\lambda$. In all three examples, the mappings were found to be monotonically increasing functions. With such monotonically increasing mappings at hand, the aforementioned selection principle can be translated from the field of dynamical systems theory into the field of thermodynamics. Accordingly, the inequality

\[ \Delta \lambda > 0 \] (45)

(dynamic systems theory) is translated into the inequality $\Delta r > 0$ (thermodynamics), see Eq. (38).

Let us reiterate the meaning of this key result: the inequality $\Delta r > 0$ states that mode-mode transitions are forbidden that involve a decreases of the rate of entropy production of the active mode. Mode-mode transitions involve an increase of the rate of entropy production associated with the active mode.
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